PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
January 30, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #3 WHO YOU ARE
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo,
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR of this EARTH and the only CHREATOR
over all CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING INBETWEEN. No person or thing is higher than I.
The EARTHS
The EARTHS/EARTH was stolen for a long time. The devels killed me and my husband and stole the
EARTHS. The devels performed many experiments on my EARTH Peoples and environments. They
experimented with adding animal body parts, insect body parts, and plants to your bodies. In MY
EARTHS, the devels used many plastic, rubber peoples and many illegal workers whom the devels
abducted and turned them into his devel workers. When the EARTH was opened, it was not a pretty
sight. Many Chreators, Angels, and Cherrubim Serpins and other helped to restore the EARTHS.
MY EARTH was a giganamous round ball with many EARTHS inside. The Peoples of these
EARTHS are called Caikobans. The devels like sweet things, and I put something poisonous in our
skin to go against the devels. The moment the devels come near MY EARTH children, your skin
would go against the devels. When the devel stole the EARTH, they vectored our bodies and removed
that poison placed there for the devels. All EARTH peoples had the O-BAN Protection that goes
against the O-Devels. The BAN on our hand says your name, title, rank, and provided other
information when your eye sights/glasses are in place. The devels and others have continued to
remove your eye glasses from you, so you cannot see them. The time clocks in this EARTH have been
removed from their proper place and placed in an unprotected area. This give the devels and many
others the opportunity to change the time, cut the time, cut out days and weeks, cut months and years,
and to cut many hours from the time. Our clocks are to go from right to left. Our eye sights are to read
from right to left and left to right. This earth is to go from right to left and left to right. This EARTH is
not to have plates inside or in any part of the EARTHS.
The EARTH Peoples
1. The correct gender for Caikobans for girls is called Angie/Angies, and the boys is called
Bans/Bans. The Chreators that existed at the time of this Earth Chreations is called Annies and
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their husbands are called Vans. Girls and boys are correct children categories. We are also
called One/Ones, People/Peoples.
Animal Connection
2. Male and female and woman and man are categories connected to animals and insects.
Someone and somebody is connected to animals and insects. The devels transferred these
association to our peoples and therefore the devels say we are them and they are us.
Higher Torah Nation
3. The People who are called Jews are not Jews. You are from the Nations of The Torahs. You
are children of the Higher Torah. Abraham is from the Higher Torah Nation and his son Jacob
and Esau are Higher Torahs. You are the children of Jacob. Jacob’s children are also called
Jacobsen. The devel tore down Abraham and destroyed his family. The devels had Abraham
and his wife wandering from place to place. Abraham did write some manuscripts and tell his
story of how the devel open his body and began to sting, bite, chop, and torture him without
stopping. Abraham children suffered a great deal, and many of their stories have not been told
in the right context, as the devel use their information to show devel possession and distorted
the information so the real truth of the devel wickedness is covered over. Your main language
is English. You also spoke Gypsum and Gypse, both spoken and written. The Hebrew
language is the main animal language. The devel removed your language and injected you with
animal language.
The Middle Eastern
4. The Middle Eastern or Arab people are from a mixture of nations. The Arabs are a mixture of
Africans/Indians, Africans/Caucasians, Indian/Africans, Indian/Caucasians, Caucasian/African,
Caucasian/Indian, Black/Caucasians, Black/Indians, Black, Black/ Indian/ Caucasians. They
are from Rayban nation, McBack nations (McLaren’s, Baker, and Kings), and other nations as
well. There were many Peninsulas in the EARTH and some of you are from those regions.
The devels and devel workers changed your language, injected you with devel language or
animal language that is “A Rabit” language for animals. Arabic is not your language. Your
main language is English. You also spoke Gypsum, Gypse, both spoken and written.
Whenever you make the sound with your tongue moving from side to side, and the sound from
your throat, it is the devels you are calling. Do not make those sounds anymore.
Israel
5. The people who call themselves Palestinians are the Israel Peoples, they suffered a great deal
from the devels wickednesses as well. The devels tore down their bodies, homes, cities, towns
and set others upon them to kill, destroy, dislocate, suppress, and much more wickednesses on
them. They live in torture for a very long time. The Israel is a mixture of Iraq, Saudi, Rayban,
Ethiopia, Lebanon and other nations all existing in the same space, as the devels tear up your
countries and combined you together to create oppression, lack, distress, confusion, and
conflict.
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6. No walls in Israel. You are One. You can live anywhere you want within the country. You
are to hug and kiss each other from all sides and say “We are One”, “We are United” and “We
Live in Harmony”.
7. The place name Israel is to be shared by all the residents who are living there. No one is to be
turned out. You are “ONE”. ONE Nation united in harmony, goodness, happiness,
prosperousness and vigorousness. You are the Israel Torah Nation. You can also be called the
Israel Torah Country.
8. One of The CHRIST was killed in Israel. The CHRIST is a Woman and she transformed Israel
a great deal. She removed a lot of bad things and restored Israel. The CHRIST Letters are
called Paul letters to the Hebrews and others. Paul’s letters are distorted and mixed with many
old, old, old devel scribes writing and books in existence in the devel heavens. The devels are
all around, and they have many different ways to connect to peoples.
9. There are to be four women leaders in the Israel Torah Country of diverse skin color: Black,
Caucasian, Brown, Mixed others like: Indian/African. Use the plan in Article #2. (51-52). You
can also use item # 2. (14) in any way it can apply and Article #1 information as well. The
Present Prime Minister is to form a team to work on selecting these women leaders
immediately. He is to help them transition in their new positions. He will serve as the
Administerate No. Two for 3 years. His salary cannot get any less after the three years. His
goal is to further the development of Israel Torah Nation. The women leaders are to serve for 8
years once. The President is to serve as Administerate No. One for 3 years. His salary cannot
get any less after the three years. He and the Prime Minister will work together to form the
team and to select the women leaders with no politics involved. You are setting the stages for
the future. The women leaders to represent N, S, E, W Israel Torah Nation.
NO MORE WARS IN ISRAEL.
10. Good Friday is the Eastern Holy Day. It is the Memory of the CHRIST who was killed in
Israel. The death happens in the Eastern Regions. The Public Eastern Holy Day celebration is
Thursday, Friday, and Monday. Good Friday is the day of the Death of the CHRIST or
Passing.
11. The Torah Passover Memory Day is two public days of memory. It is the first day and the
second day. The Eastern Holy Day and the Torah Passover are close in timing and should not
overlap each other. They are separate.
12. Christmas Celebration is the entire month of December. For now, before, during and after
celebration is on December 24, 25, 26, and are the Public Festival Days. December 25 is the
Birth Day Celebration of the CHRIST. Christmas is the festival of coloured lights, coloured
ribbons, coloured bows, coloured decorations, etc. It is also the giving of gifts to each other as
you can afford. The gifts are to be useful and meaningful. Gift Eschange places are to be set
up so anyone can eschange their gift for money or to select other gifts available in the eschange
place they may want.
13. Gifts Eschange is a place that sells a variety of gifts and unusual items that anyone may want.
It is also the place to exchange most regular gift. High priced jewelry and other high priced
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valuables can be set up at the places of purchase, so there is easy eschange of the gifts for cash
or other selections.
14. October is EARTH Month. The Earth’s Birthday is October 15. October 14, 15, 16 is the
Festival of light days. The lights are clear bulbs, crystal bulbs, bright bulbs, frosted bulbs.
15. The New Year is November 1, 2017. The Public New Year Celebration is November 1 to 2.
16. Caikoban Celebration Day – Every August 30 is your celebration day. You celebrate your life,
and You celebrate You with lots of music, food, merriment, happiness, joy, laughter,
togetherness, one love, harmony, songs, happy games, etc. You could also have original song
contests and choose 5 top contestants for monetary rewards and other gifts. Have a committee
that help them develop their songs for the contests, preview them on the radio and other
communication network so they get the attention and notice necessary. The top contestants
should get recording contracts that have value to their development, and promotion/marketing
of their songs and future creative work, and other prizes. For your first celebration, sing and
dance this song from Bob Marley: One Love, one heart, let’s get together and feel all right.
17. This Earth is situated in the Hemmingsphere. Do not use the word Hemisphere as it is devel’s
name design.
18. The Main Leadership House in this EARTH is called the Hemmings House.
19. All churches, temples, synagogues, mosques are dissolved. All holy books are obsolete and are
not in use anymore. All Religions are dissolved. No more religions.
Thank you all for your perseverance and resilience and being able to endure the devels presence as
time moves on.
Your Love,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THIS EARTH
I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING
INBETWEEN
GOLD OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
MY LOVE

No one is to translate my writings, or change the meaning of my words. You can only distribute what I give you permission to distribute. You can read exactly what I wrote, but do not interject any of the
devels in my writings and my messages.
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